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Introduction

• Aramcoed- 2012 attacks and effects on business operations

• Starting from zero

• Moving past the security poverty line

• If I had a hot tub time machine
Armageddon is Cancelled

SORRY
Cybergeddon

• Why Saudi Aramco and Affiliates?
• Two prong attack during Ramadan
• >50% of Windows systems affected
• Shamoon/W32.Distrack
Attractive Target

**Big oil**
Aramco is the world’s biggest oil producer. Here’s how it stacks up with some other large state-owned and publicly listed companies. Liquids output in millions of barrels per day in 2013.

**OIL COMPANIES**
- Saudi Aramco: 9.4m barrels per day
- KPC: 3.14m
- PDVSA: 3.02m
- Exxon Mobil: 2.2m
- BP: 2.01m
- Chevron: 1.73m
- Shell: 1.54m
- Adnoc: 2.17m

*Source: WSJ*
Shamoon/W32.Distrack

Shamoon main executable

Dropped component
%system32%\netinit.exe

Kill time request
C&C server: 10.1.252.19

Check and use if created

Kill time information
%windir%\inf\netft429.pnf

Dropped component
%system32%\PKCS12:112

Report about success wiping
%windir%\inf\netfb318.pnf

Dropped component
%system32%\drivers\drdisk.sys

Wiping
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2012 Attack Timeline

Targeted Phishing attack
- Date Unknown

First indicators of attack
- August 2012

Internal Saudi Aramco PC used as proxy by attackers
- Date unknown

Saudi Aramco Disconnects from the world
- 15 August 2012

IT Windows based Saudi Aramco PCs
>35K begin shutting down & being wiped
- 15 August 2012
When you realize most of your security budget was spent on ICS & IT gets Pwnd
Cybergeddon

“Never underestimate how dependent you are on your information technology and systems. It’s become like oxygen. You think you can live without it but you can’t.” Khalid A. Al-Falih
No IT payment systems, no Gas
ICS vs. IT Risk

A Availability
I Integrity
C Confidentiality
Have you tried turning it off & on again?

**DOGBERT’S TECH SUPPORT**

YOU’LL NEED TO DO A HARD REBOOT. LISTEN CAREFULLY.

**RENT A VAN AND FILL IT WITH STOLEN DYNAMITE. PARK IT NEAR THE POWER COMPANY’S MAIN RELAY STATION.**

**CAN WE TALK?**

...NOW AIM THE BAZOOKA AT THE VAN.
Cybergeddon

• Saudi Aramco wasn’t the only one
• ICS & IT networks isolated
• Cut off from the outside world
Starting from Zero to Hero

• An offer I couldn’t refuse
• Starting from Zero
• Recruiting the Security & Network Operations Center (SNOC) team
The Joker
Recruitment tools & tips

• Use your network, including recruitment agencies, poach and Reddit!
• Don’t try and reinvent the wheel if time is limited
• Don’t cheap out, good analysts are difficult to find
• Hackers, lock pickers, geniuses and Harlem Shakers
Tools & Tips

If you have open positions at your company for information security professionals and would like to hire from the /r/netsec user base, please leave a comment detailing any open job listings at your company.

We would also like to encourage you to post internship positions as well. Many of our readers are currently in school or are just finishing their education.
Starting from Zero to Hero

• Retaining rock star security analysts
• Let them rest
• Feed them
Security Hero, Forensics and R&D
Beyond the security basics

• Dreaded auditors
• When a SNOC turns into a full Security Unit
• Building incident response & CERT
Exercises
Lessons Learned

• Corporate culture affects of the attack
• Panic and Twitter setbacks
• Collaboration
Twitter setbacks

**Saudi Aramco** @Saudi_Aramco
There is no truth to what’s been circulating on social media sites about another attack or any damage to company networks.

---

**Cyber attack denied**

Posted on » Wednesday, November 27, 2013

KHOBAR: Saudi Aramco said yesterday it had shut some of its computers for an upgrade and denied it had suffered a cyber attack. Earlier, posts on Twitter said some or all of the company’s computers were down, possibly because of a cyber attack.

“Saudi Aramco confirms its electronic network is completely safe and speculations of an electronic breach are completely untrue. The temporary shutdown was limited to personal computers and was the result of an update of some applications of the network,” the company said.
The No Team

MORDAC, THE PREVENTER OF INFORMATION SERVICES.

SECURITY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN USABILITY.

IN A PERFECT WORLD, NO ONE WOULD BE ABLE TO USE ANYTHING.

To complete the log-in procedure, stare directly at the sun.

© Scott Adams, Inc./Dist. by UFS, Inc.
If I had a Hot Tub Time Machine

• Project overload
• Cultural awareness
• Collaboration
Conclusion

• Saudi Aramco and affiliated experienced a major cyber attack that greatly affected business operations
• Recovery was expensive & time consuming
• Change is possible
• Learn from past and present experiences
Questions?
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